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aid in the appraisal-stage drilling and eventually, help to
predict the location of subsurface hazards such as high
formation pore pressure.
The pressure detection techniques often lie on the basis
that several overpressure rocks are often associated with
under compacted shale [3]. With greater under compaction
comes a higher porosity, which eventually leads to greater
fluid pressure. Besides the normal compaction trend, under
compaction and decomposition are two other reasons for high
formation porosity. The latter is vital for the evaluation of
abnormal pressures.
Abnormal pore-fluid pressure and abnormal pressure
regimes have always been recognized as important factors in
the evolution of hydrocarbon provinces. The ability to predict
their presence, location, magnitude and distribution has been
limited by three critical factors, namely our limited
knowledge of those regimes and their physics, lack of robust
technologies for predicting pressures in the subsurface and
lack of human capacity to process a lot of preconditions,
geological data, mathematical constraints and recalling the
neighboring well information to predict the abnormal
pressure.
The proposed optimization technique for this problem is
by using a bio-inspired computing technique such as artificial
neural network, hereafter referred to as ANN, to increase the
density of the controlled data and more effectively map
changes in pore pressure. This paper stretches to other
sections by explaining more on previous works done within
this subject area in Literature Review and also by going into
more detail on solution framework in Methodology and
finally a wrap up in Conclusion.
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Abstract—Various basins in the world comprises of areas
with abnormal pore-fluid pressures (higher or lower than
normal hydrostatic pressure). Undesirably, predicting pore
pressure parameters (depth, extension, magnitude, etc.) in such
areas are challenging tasks. The compression seismic travel
time converted into sonic logs (DT) is often used as a predictor
because it responds to changes in porosity or compaction
produced by abnormal pore-fluid pressures. The objective of
the paper is to propose a model using an artificial neural
network (ANN) to synthetically create wire line logs (sonic logs
(DT), Density logs and Resistivity Logs (RIED) by identifying
the mathematical dependency between Seismic Travel time and
wire line logs of neighboring wells. A neighboring well will be
used as a training well to enable the system to learn the
relationship among the predictors. Once the system has trained
and learnt the relationship, the model will be used to predict the
next well’s pore pressure position and magnitude, using only
seismic travel time logs.
Index Terms—Abnormal Pore Pressure, artificial neural
network (Ann), density log, resistivity log (Reid), seismic travel
time, sonic log (DT).

I. INTRODUCTION
Encompassing reliable information to build a drilling plan
before drilling a well is one of the most common industrial
problems faced. Oil and gas companies have regarded the
seismic survey as a rather essential exploration tool in the last
ten years [1]. Outlays in seismic acquisition, processing and
interpretation have conveyed important information about
reservoir structures. Also, these have been of great aid for
drillers to carry out drilling plans more competently and cost
effectively. At present, countless companies are in a lookout
for more means in achieving additional gains from their
seismic data by expanding their search. Boosting the value of
assets at every phase of the field is one of the core advantages
of the seismic data [2]. High-resolution surface seismic data
facilitates to perk up a prospectus geological model, extend
the understanding of a petroleum system, optimizing
preliminary well location selection, and providing
information for risk analysis. Developed mechanical models
that are established through seismic data and pressure models

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over-pressure formation is a significant geological crisis
in various regions of the world. Hence, knowledge of over
pressure zones is essential in drilling of boreholes, well
casing designs, learning of hydrocarbons migrations and
others. Seismic prospecting is the most efficient technique to
estimate a rock’s condition before the drilling process.
Abnormal intense state of rocks, abnormal porosity, and
density are among the common characterizations of the
over-pressured zones. These features are the physical
requirements for over-pressure prediction from seismic data.
The earliest researches on over-pressure predictions were
originated and initiated in the Gulf of Mexico [1]. Initial data
were obtained through the study and researches which were
carried out for one-dimensional (1D) cases and interval
transit time (return size of velocity). Pennebaker
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accomplished the first achievements in 1968 which then,
instigated other researches to foresee over-pressure in
diversified regions (see [2] and [3]). The finest outcome in
under-compacted shale-dolomite contexts were obtained by a
method which was proposed by Eaton by finding the normal
compaction line using regression method [4]. On the other
hand, a geological fragment that encloses an equal amount of
shale and sand facilitates as a method for normal compacted
shale-curves to work well [5]. However, for both categories
of geological fragments that contains plenty of shales or sand,
the method of equivalent depth illustrates satisfactory results
[6]. In addition, the usage of a compression curve method is
convenient for carbonate sections [7].
Interval velocity is the fundamental seismic parameter
which is applied in over-pressure prediction. The interval
velocity was utilized by researchers such as Pennebaker,
Reynolds, Aud [1], [2],[3] and authors in the past (such as in
[5], [6] and[8]). As mentioned by early researchers, interval
velocities are crucial to generate the special requirements
(see [3], [6], [9] and [10]). A thorough study of the seismic
velocity is the root in which the prediction of over-pressure
should be carried out.
In 1978, researches were carried out in Po river valley
(Adriatic basin) by Italian experts from AGIP and the use of
derivative of interval velocities have been presented from an
array of interval velocity to a normal ratio [10]. In 1982, a
similar method was used in Nigeria and also in northwest
Russia (Murmansk, 1990) [11]. Over-pressure can be
predicted through perspective direction, which is utilized in
the dynamic parameters of seismic signal [4]. However, these
researches have not been circulated extensively and the
rationale is related to the ambiguous elucidation of dynamic
parameters such as porosity, pore pressure, fracture gradient.
Initially, Pennebaker and Reynolds prediction models were
created for 1D cases [1], [2] but from the end of 70’s
two-dimensional (2D) models have been applied for
over-pressure prediction (see [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], and [11]).
Nonetheless, 1D model is still being used [5] although the
creations of three-dimensional (3D) models have now grown
rapidly since the 90s (see [9], [12]). Drilling engineers find
the outcome of over-pressure prognosis vital and hence, the
usage by them is becoming significant. This results in the
increase of value in any prognosis if the researches are
completed within the specific recommendations for
realization of drilling which are optimum mud density, value
of fracture pressure, casing design, and others. The accuracy
of calculated over-pressure values, mud density, position of
abnormal pressure and others that are covered by initial
researchers (Pennebaker, Reynolds, other) had reached a
fraction of 25 - 30 % and sometimes 50% of total error
percentage of the prediction. However, researches of the past
years have shown an improvement, which proportionately
reaches up to 8 – 12 % in reduction of the uncertainties
involved in this subject area [6], [13]. The usage of
computers and the progress of software for over-pressure
prediction from seismic data are highly valued. The
development of computer technology has benefited in the
wide usage of computer engineering, which helped in
extending over-pressure prognosis (see [6], [9], [14], and
[15]). Despite that development, there isn’t any integral
commercial software which are capable to efficiently work

with data on various geological divisions, especially with use
of a wide set of seismic parameters.
TABLE I: METHODS USED FOR PREDICTING PRESSURE AT DIFFERENT
PHASES OF DRILLING PROCESS FOR A SINGLE WELL
Before Drilling
While Drilling
Post Drilling

• Shallow Seismic
Survey
• Deep Seismic
Survey
• Comparison
with Nearby
Well

• Drilling rate, Gas in
Wireline
Mud
• Resistivity log
• D-Exponent
• Density log
• Dc-Exponent
• Sonic log
• MWD & LWD
• Gamma Ray
• Shale
Density(cuttings)

The accuracy of prediction & detection of pressure
increases higher from before drilling to post drilling. Wire
line logs are one of the most accurate devices used in
operation to detect the pressure point and magnitude (Table
1).
A. Velocity Analysis for Pre-Drill Geo pressure
Prediction
The reflection seismic method is the common geophysical
surface technique for prediction of geo pressures.
Customarily, the direction of this method is based on
estimating changes in interval velocities with depth, which
are extracted via the Dix approximation, from stacking
velocity analysis performed on CMP seismic data during data
processing. In this context, the compression velocity (P wave
velocity) is called the rock velocity. Seismic velocities are
strongly affected by compaction, which in turn is also
affected by changes in pore pressure. Under this assumption,
seismic velocities can be used to predict variations in pore
pressure regimes in undrilled locations. The rock velocity is
also affected by several associated properties, which are not
independent of each other including density, porosity, pore
fluid type, fluid saturation, litho logy, and clay content. As a
result, special attention deserves the fact that not every
velocity anomaly can be caused by pore pressure variations.
In this stage, the geological knowledge of the area and the
sensitivity of sonic velocity, electrical resistivity and density
to pore pressure variations must guide the seismic velocity
analysis to avoid ambiguities in the interpretation.
The core of this process is then the use of detailed seismic
velocity analysis. While stacking velocities are helpful in
providing a stacked seismic section useful to identify the
structural framework and some stratigraphic features, new
alternatives in robust velocity analysis allow estimating small
variations in pore pressure regimes. It includes inversion of
prestack gathers (travel time and amplitude), variations in
amplitude versus offset (AVO) attributes, and ray trace
modeling (seismic tomography), whereas other related
approaches include the estimation of seismic attenuation
(Qbased pore pressure) for this purpose.
A major limitation of the mentioned techniques is the
seismic data quality itself. In this stage, seismic data
conditioning, involving prestack time migration, increased
trace editing as well as multiple attenuation and amplitude
balancing, has to be employed so that the seismic data is
suitable for detailed velocity analysis. Velocity calibration
with check-shot curves is also a critical step in the process.
Once the velocity analysis is performed, a velocity smoothing
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is needed to avoid non-desired spikes and high frequency
effects on the data.

equations:
(1)

B. Geo pressure Evaluation from Seismic Data
Seismic data is an indispensable tool for geo pressure
detection, moreover in the area where is has been common
for the overpressure to be detected in a wide spread of most
hazardous environment. Of all the geophysical method, the
reflection seismic method is the only technique used to
predict pore pressure. The seismic method detects the
changes of interval velocity with depth from velocity analysis
of seismic data. These changes are related to litho logy, pore
fluid type, rock fracturing and pressure changes within a
stratigraphic area. When the factors affecting the velocity are
understood for a given area, a successful pressure prediction
can be made.

And
(2)
where ; ;…; are the input signals;
;
; …;
are the synaptic weights of neuron k;
is the linear
combiner output due to the input signals; the bias; ∅ is the
activation function; and
is the output signal neuron. The
weights,
, associated with each connection indicate the
extent to which the conveyed signal is amplified or
diminished. The activation function ∅ is often a sigmoid
(S-shaped) function, but other functions have been used
(Heaviside or threshold or piece-wise linear). Given a
network whose weights are initially random and assuming
that we know the task needed to be accomplished by the
network, a learning algorithm is required in order to
determine the values of the weights that will achieve the
desired task.

C. ANN Background
A division of computational systems, which imitates the
biological neural networks of the mammalian brain, is also
known as artificial neural networks (ANN). The human brain
contains about 100 billion neurons (neural cells) that are
interconnected in a complicated manner via synapses (a
junction between axons and dendrites) which eventually
builds a network in the human brain. Living neural networks
are in fact, the abridged models of the ANN. ANN are also an
important study and development instrument that permits
effortless conversion of log data into any preferred output
parameter.
The ANN that imitates the human brain’s problem-solving
methods can be utilized to gain knowledge from precedent
experiences and applied to solve new problems and
occurrences. As an outcome, the ANN uses training skills to
construct a system of neurons and weight links that permits
them to formulate new decisions, classifications, and
predictions.
To be able to mimic the human’s brain neural system, it is
necessary for an ANN to comprise a set of nodes (artificial
neurons) where the nodes perform simple computations, a set
of interconnections or synapses linking pair of nodes, and a
set of labels known as weights, associated with each
interconnection and identifying some property of
interconnection. These weights correspond to the synaptic
efficiency of the biological neurons [16].
The neurons in the network perform two simple tasks. The
first is to build a weighted summation of the input data.
at the input of the synapse, j
Specifically, a signal
connected to neuron, k is multiplied by the synaptic
weight,
. A summing junction, P, acts as an adder for
summing the input signals, weighted by the respective
synapses of the neuron.
The second task is to apply a function to this summation to
yield an output than can serve as an input to other neurons or
that can go to the output layer. An activation function limits
the amplitude of a neuron such that it squashes the
permissible amplitude range of the output signal to some
finite value. The neuronal model also includes an externally
applied bias (threshold) that increases or decreases the net
input of the activation function, depending on whether it is
positive or negative, respectively.
We may describe the ANN by the following pair of

Fig. 1. Model of a Neuron

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Level 1. Supervised Training of the Neural Network by
using Training Wells
The training process is initiated by the ANN by
haphazardly conveying the preliminary link weights between
the layers of the neurons. Subsequently, an input signal is
conferred to the first layer of processing elements, while an
equivalent output is retorted to the last layer of the processing
elements. Then, the connections between the input layer,
hidden layers, and output layers are regulated via an objective
purpose such as the mean-squared error or the global error
[24]. For example, the global error
is computed as the
sum of the squared differences between the computed output
and the desired output
(i.e., the local errors). For
iteration n, the global error
is thus:
(3)
In back propagation (BP) networks, the weight adjustment
for every connection is computed in a gradient descent
method in weight space, whereby the local gradient ⁄
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is calculated annd a correctionn to the previoous weight is made
with a learning rate n and
thhrough multipllication of ⁄
m
momentum
α acccording to the formula [177].
· ∆

1

back
k-prediction off the predictorr data and thee fit between the
t
pred
dicted sonic annd the recordded sonic in th
he confirmatiion
well.
C. Level 3. Appplication of thee Model to the Predicting Well
W
Fiinally, the coonfirmed moddel is used to
o predict sonnic,
denssity and resisttivity in appliication wells containing onnly
the input
i
curves of
o seismic traavel time and cross-matchiing
with
h previously trained
t
well’ss seismic trav
vel time logs to
simu
ulate a predicteed sonic, denssity and resistiivity.
Determining trrends in seissmic transit time on sonnic,
hod of predictiing
denssity and resistiivity is a convventional meth
abno
ormal pressurre in shale [18-20]. This is because the
t
veloccity of a com
mpressional w
wave in sedim
mentary rock is
depeendent on the effective rockk stress, an in
ncrease in trannsit
time is interpretedd as indicatingg a lower effective rock streess
hencce over pressuure

(4)

where, t is the time step andd Δw is the weight
w
w
change from
onne cycle to anoother.
The learningg rate n is a sm
mall number (0.1 ≤ n ≤ 1.0)) [17]
thhat control thhe amount off the error thhat will be added,
neegatively, to thhe interconnecction weights for the next cycle.
c
If the learninng rate is largee, then large chhanges are allowed
inn weight calcuulations. Connversely, if thhe learning raate is
sm
mall, only smaall changes aree allowed, whiich can increasse the
leearning time.
Momentum α is a term thaat dampens thee amount of weight
w
chhange Δw by adding
a
in a poortion of the weight
w
change from
thhe previous cyycle. The adddition of mom
mentum is creedited
w smoothingg out wild chaanges of weigghts, and alsoo with
with
heelping the network
n
to converge faster when errror is
suuccessively chhanging in the correct direction. Typical values
v
foor momentum fall between 0 and 1.0
The local errror on every connection iss used to calcculate
coorrected activvity levels in the processinng elements of
o the
prrevious layer, which in turnn are used to calculate
c
new local
errrors. Thus, thhe error gets prropagated bacckward througgh the
enntire network and
a new connnection weightts are obtainedd with
evvery step.

IV. CONC
CLUSION
In
n conclusion, the most ssuccessful meethods used to
estim
mate pore preessure is the wireline log analysis whiich
could
d only be conducted
c
whhile or post drilling stagge.
Neveertheless, inn prior drillling conditio
ons, the onnly
inforrmation that can be congreggated are Seism
mic Travel Tim
me
logs which should be used annd optimized to foresee poore
presssure results more
m
effectiveely. Several methods
m
of poore
fluid
d pressure inference, suchh as those using
u
resistiviity,
denssity, or sonic logs, shows tthat it is essen
ntial to generaate
logs for improveed interpretatiion, because sonic logs are
a
p
and seensitive to mo
odification in the
t
conssidered to be precise
rock
k stress regimee (e.g., overppressure), thuss we propose to
emplloy ANN to simulate synnthetic wireliine logs (sonnic,
denssity and resiistivity) curvves based on
n mathematiccal
relattionships attaiined from Seeismic Traveel Time curves.
Therre are three efficient steeps that the ANN entaiils,
admiinistrated trainning of the neeural network
k, verification of
the model
m
validityy by blind testiing the solutio
on in other weells
that include the predictor currves used in developing the
t
del from the traaining well annd applying th
he model to well
w
mod
enclo
osed only with Seismic T
Travel Time lo
og to attain the
t
synth
hetic sonic, deensity and resiistivity logs.
It has been connsidered that tthe evaluation
n of geopressuure
m seismic dataa must combiine a good understanding
u
from
of
both
h rock propertiies and normaal compaction trends, a robuust
veloccity analysis applied to thee conditioned
d seismic dataa, a
suitaable relationshhip between veelocity and eff
ffective pressuure,
and a proper final geopressure ccalibration. A methodologyy to
use robust
r
seismicc velocity anaalysis to evalu
uate geopressuure
in th
he interwell sppace has beenn then constrructed followiing
several steps. Alll available weells are posted
d including any
a
ntification of key
k
meassurement of prressures alongg with the iden
geolo
ogical horizonns and the connditioning of the
t seismic daata.

Fig. 2. Geollogical wells of teesting

B. Level 2. Confirmation
C
a Validation of the Modeel
and
The back-preedicted input curves
c
reflect how well the input
daata are being used
u
in the preediction of thee target value in
i the
traaining well and can be used to verrify the moddel in
coonfirmation and
a applicatioon wells. For these steps to
t be
peerformed withh high confidennce, the user must
m ensure thhat all
roock types, exxpected to be
b found in confirmationn and
appplication wellls, are represented in the training
t
well. If all
roock types cannot be repressented in a sinngle training well,
m than one well
more
w can be ussed to train thee neural netwoork. A
caareful interpreetation of the available dataa (well logs, cores,
c
drrilling reportts, etc.) is necessary. Confirmation
C
and
vaalidation of the
t model was
w performedd by applyingg the
m
modeled
solutioon obtained inn the trainingg well to addittional
seets of data thatt contain the same inputs. During
D
this stepp, the
soolution from the training well can be validated thrrough
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